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Highlights 
 A low cost, non-intrusive and full-range microwave water-cut sensor has been characterized in a 

custom designed flow loop 

 Performance of the water cut sensor has been tested by installing it in horizontal as well as in 

vertical orientations 

 Flow rate effect on the performance of the sensor has been thoroughly investigated 

 

Abstract—Inline precise measurement of water fraction in oil (i.e. water-cut [WC]) finds numerous applications in oil and gas 

industry. This paper presents the characterization of an extremely low cost, completely non-intrusive and full range microwave water-

cut sensor based upon pipe conformable microwave T-resonator. A 10 microwave stub based T-resonator has been implemented 

directly on the pipe surface whose resonance frequency changes in the frequency band of 90MHz-190MHz (111%) with changing 

water fraction in oil. The designed sensor is capable of detecting even small changes in WC with a resolution of 0.07% at low WC and 

0.5%WC at high WC. The performance of the microwave WC sensor has been tested in an in-house flow loop. The proposed WC 

sensor has been characterized over full water-cut range (0% to 100%) not only in vertical but also in horizontal orientation. The 

sensor has shown predictable response in both orientations with huge frequency shift. Moreover, flow rate effect has also been 

investigated on the proposed WC sensor’s performance and it has been found that the sensor’s repeatability is within 2.5% WC for 

variable flow rates.  

 
Index Terms—Water-cut, Microwave Sensor, Flow Loop    

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

ATERCUT (WC) measurement (measuring volumetric fraction of water in oil) is crucial in oil industry for multiple 

purposes including reservoir management, production allocation and flow assurance. The most prevalent way to measure 

WC is to measure dielectric properties of oil/water (O/W) mixture. Studies have shown that measuring dielectric properties of 

O/W mixture at higher frequencies (tens of MHz) provides much higher sensitivity compared to lower frequencies (few kHz) 

over full range of WC [1] [2]. Microwave transmission or microwave resonance based WC sensors provide a way to measure 

dielectric constant at high excitation frequency. Researchers have used a microfluidic channel based WC sensor using a T-

resonator [3] but it can’t be used for inline WC detection. Microwave transmission based WC sensors suffer from high loss in 

presence of -saline water (high conductive losses) while microwave resonance (mostly cavity resonance) based WC sensors are 

either intrusive in nature [4] [5] or have shown very less sensitivity of only 1% [6, 7]. Water fraction in air has been detected 

intrusively by observing shift in resonance frequency of a monopole antenna [8]. Flat microstrip resonators have been used to 

detect the level or particle composition of oil/.water mixtures [9] [10] [11]. Unlike intrusive or planar oil/water characterization 

methods, this work presents a pipe conformable and completely non-intrusive microwave T-resonator as a WC sensor. 

  

 

This work focuses on dynamic flow loop characterization of a novel microwave WC sensor implemented directly on the pipe 

surface. Flow loop is a laboratory test setup which is used to mimic the flow conditions as experienced in the oil field. Studies 

have shown that flow loop helps building the behavioral model and look-up table for the water hold-up sensor which are later 
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used in its field testing [12]. Flow loop characterization is a step before taking the sensor for the field testing [13].  

This paper explains the construction of a basic 2-phase (oil, water) flow loop which was used to characterize the novel 

microwave resonator based water-cut sensor. The resonance frequency of the sensor is shifted with water fraction and is 

measured using a vector network analyzer (VNA). Most of previous work has been done on static oil, water and air [9] [10] [6] 

[11] while limited literature addresses the dynamic characterization of air/water mixtures which is available only for vertical 

orientation [7] [14]. In this work we have characterized the sensor in vertical as well as in horizontal installation which are 

essential in recent proliferation of multi-lateral wells [15].  

Next section briefly covers the design of the novel microwave resonator based WC sensor while section 3 discusses about the 

construction of the flow loop which was used to characterize the proposed WC sensor under different flow conditions presented 

in section 4. 

II. DESIGN, FABRICATION AND STATIC CHARACTERIZATION 

Oil and water differ in their dielectric properties and microstrip based T-resonator provides a way to measure dielectric 

properties of the substrates. The proposed WC sensor is also based upon the principle of T-resonance. Detailed description of the 

proposed WC sensor can be found in [16] which is summarized herein for the sake of completeness. 

A. Design 

 Unlike conventional T-resonators, which are implemented on the flat substrates having fixed dielectric properties [17], our 

proposed T-resonator (shown in Figure 1) has been implemented directly on the outer surface of 3D pipe containing fluids of 

different dielectric properties depending upon the water fraction in oil. Similar to typical T-resonators, it also consists of a 

feedline (FL), a λ/4 open stub (on upper pipe surface) and a ground plane (on bottom pipe surface).  Standard 50Ω FL is usually 

made on an unvarying substrate because its impedance may alter with the dielectric properties of the substrate. The challenge in 

implementing T-resonator on pipe surface was to isolate the FL from the varying dielectric properties of oil/water mixture inside 

the pipe. In order to isolate FL from the effects of variable fluid inside the pipe, we are proposing to extend the bottom ground 

plane to the top in the form of a ring which runs underneath the FL. This way, impedance of FL is not affected by the varying 

fluid mixtures inside the pipe and can easily be matched to 50Ω as desired. FL and its corresponding ring ground are separated 

using a dielectric separator. In contrast to FL, impedance of shunt stub varies with varying 

relative fraction of oil and water inside the pipe because its corresponding ground lies underneath the pipe surface. The varying 

impedance of the shunt stub results in the shift in resonance frequency of the T-resonator. The sensor implemented on top of 

acrylic pipe surface has been simulated in the electromagnetic simulator Ansys HFSS. Simulated results along with the 

measurements have been presented in section IV. The physical dimensions of the sensor have been summarized in Table 1. 

 

B. Fabrication 

The WC sensor has been realized using extremely low cost method of copper taping. Most of the design can be realized using 

standard copper tape. The FL was precisely cut using a laser diode (manufactured by Universal Laser Systems) with maximum 

output power of 1mW at the wavelength of 630-680nm. The precise dimension of FL helps achieving better matching of the T-

resonator with measurement equipment. The fabrication process has been summarized in Figure 2. 

It’s evident from Figure 2 that the presented design cannot be directly applied on the metallic pipes. But with the passage of 

time, non-metallic pipes made of high temperature and high pressure tolerant materials like Polyether ether ketone (PEEK) and 

glass fiber are becoming attractive to be used in oil and gas industry because they offer longer operational life due to their ability 

to resist to corrosion. Few industrial WC sensors like Krohne M-PHASE5000 are already using non-metallic lining [18]  inside a 

metallic enclosure. Such non-metallic materials can be used to realize our proposed design for industrial applications. 

C. Static Characterization 

At low flow rates and horizontal pipe orientation, oil and water mixture experiences stratified flow regime in which light 

liquid (oil) floats on top of heavy liquid (water) [19]. This scenario resembles the case when oil and water are kept statically 

inside the pipe. For initial verification of our design, we characterized our sensor in this static scenario with a step change of 10% 

WC both in simulations and measurements. As an example, the cross sectional view of the pipe for the case of 20% WC has been 

shown in inset of Figure 3. The resonant frequency of the T-resonator shifts down with increasing water fraction [3] which in our 

case has been plotted against WC in Figure 3. As evident from the figure that the simulated and measured responses show the 

similar trend. The constant shift in measured response compared to simulations can be explained with the possible discrepancy in 

dielectric properties of acrylic pipe used in the simulations. 

 

 

 



III. FLOW LOOP MEASUREMENT SETUP 

In order to verify the applicability of the designed WC sensor under the scenario of moving oil/water mixtures in the pipelines, 
a basic flow loop was constructed. The response of the designed sensor was measured in the horizontal as well as in the vertical 

orientations in the flow loop. The qualitative effect of the mixture’s speed on the response of the sensor was also investigated. 

A. Design of basic flow loop 

The flow loop was intended to provide the following basic capabilities: 

1. Circulation of known fractions of oil/water mixture; 

2. Electrical and manual capability to adjust the flow rate; 
3. Removable vertical and horizontal test sections; and  

4. Capability of easy adjustment of the WC;  

Keeping in mind the above-mentioned capabilities, a design was finalized which contained two parts: 

 

1. Main circulation piping on a wooden support (lies in Z-X plane as shown in Figure 4); and 

2. An area behind the wooden support containing the reservoir and pump (lies in X-Y plane as shown in Figure 5. 

In the main circulation loop, shown in Figure 4, the gray pipe is made of PVC, while the transparent pipe is acrylic-based. The 

reservoir, containing oil/water mixture, is contained on the back side of the main circulation loop. The mixture is pumped into 

the main circulation loop from point 1 and exits from point 2 back into the reservoir. As points 1 and 2 have 90° PVC bends 

which cause turbulence in the flow, the vertical test section is placed at a distance of approximately 10 ft. from point 1to allow 

the mixture to get settled. A dispersed bubble regime is observed in the vertical test section [19]. In contrast to the vertical test 

section, horizontal test section is located just 1 ft. from the 90° bend due to the space constraints in the horizontal direction. 
Consequently, the horizontal test section experiences a high degree of turbulence which results in stratified wavy or plug/slug 

flow depending upon the WC and flow rate [19]. 

The effect of these flow regimes on the performance of the WC sensor will be discussed in the following sections. It can also 

be seen from Figure 4 that the test sections are removable with the help of attached PVC flanges. The test sections have been 

made with transparent acrylic pipe of 50mm diameter in order to visually observe the flow regimes. Since the return path is not 

critical in these experiments, so it is made with smaller diameter (25.4mm) PVC pipe to minimize the overall pipe volume of the 

flow loop. This enables experiments with minimum volume of the fluid. 

The back side (X-Y plane) of the main circulation loop is shown in Figure 5, which contains the following items: 

1. Acrylic tank/reservoir (for keeping known amounts of oil/water to achieve different WCs); 

2. Centrifugal pump for pumping the mixture into the flow loop; 

3. Bypass valve to manually reduce the flow rate 

4. Drainage valve to drain the fluid out of acrylic tank 

 

 

 Since the volume of the acrylic tank is limited, the returning fluid (oil and water mixture) does not have enough time to get 

separated and thus oil and water pass through the flow loop in the form of an emulsion as a single liquid phase. At higher WC, 
oil phase (dispersed phase1) get dispersed in the water phase (continuous phase) while opposite is true for low WC. The flow rate 

is electrically adjusted with the help of Variable Frequency Drive (VFD) by varying the input frequency of AC motor installed in 

the centrifugal pump. Flow rate of the oil/water emulsion is directly proportional to the frequency of VFD. 

 

 

 

IV. SIMULATIONS AND WC SENSOR CHARACTERIZATION 

In order to predict the response of the designed WC sensor, HFSS simulations have been carried out on the pipe structure 

filled with different volumetric fractions of oil and water in the form of homogenous emulsion. The dielectric properties of all 

the materials used in the design of WC sensor have been obtained from the literature [16] [20]. Figure 6 shows the dielectric 

properties of the oil/water emulsions at the operational frequency of the sensor. Simulated results have been plotted with 

measured response of the sensor in the vertical and horizontal sections of the flow loop as shown in Figure 8 and Figure 10. 

In order to measure the response of the WC sensor in the designed flow loop, acrylic reservoir tank as shown in Figure 5, is 

filled with particular fraction of vegetable corn flower oil and tap water. Oil and water are made to flow in the flow loop with the 

help of the centrifugal pump. The typical flow rate provided by 1 horse power (hp) centrifugal pump at 50 Hz is around 500-

600L/min which is high enough to thoroughly mix oil and water and form a homogenous emulsion [21]. The typical viscosity of 

 
1 Dispersed phase is the phase which is dispersed in continuous phase (carrier for small particles) in the form of small particles.  



corn flower oil is 65 cP, while room-temperature water (20°C) has a viscosity of 1 cP [22]. The effective viscosity of oil/water 

emulsion decreases by increasing the water content (or WC). The change in viscosity  

 

of emulsion can impact the flow patterns in the pipe which will be explained later in this section.  

Since the flow regimes are different in the vertical and horizontal sections of the flow loop, the dynamic measurements have 

been divided into two categories. 

A. WC sensor’s response in vertical orientation 

It can be observed in Figure 4 that the oil/water emulsion will flow against the gravity in the vertical test section. Since the 

gravitational force acting on the cross sectional area of test section is constant and only one liquid phase (oil/water emulsion) is 

being injected in the loop, it is expected that this liquid phase will acquire the whole cross section of the tube. Since this liquid 

phase is an emulsion, we can correlate the flow pattern in the vertical section to the “Bubble flow regime” [19], as shown in the 

inset of Figure 8. The transmission coefficient (S21) response of the WC sensor (shown in Figure 7) has been measured using a 
handheld VNA against the full range of WC (0-100 %, with a step of 10%). 

The percentage shift in resonant frequency for full range of WC (0-100%) is almost 116% i.e. resonant frequency shifts from 

195MHz-90MHz. The proposed WC sensor is sensitive enough to cover the full range of WC, though the sensitivity is non-

linear owing to its higher frequency shift at lower WCs compared to higher WCs. The designed sensor gives a resolution of 

0.07% at low WC and 0.5%WC at high WC with the Fieldfox VNA. 

 It must be noted that the microwaves travel at the speed of (3*108/√𝜀𝑒𝑓𝑓) where εeff is the effective dielectric constant of the 

medium so the sensor must respond in the order of fraction of a micro second. The main delay comes from the measurement 
instrument and its settings which in our case is VNA with 601 number of points, 30kHz IF bandwidth and 10 point averaging 

and results into a span time of 0.4 sec. The response time of the sensor can significantly be improved by utilizing a customized 

readout circuitry based upon the microwave oscillator. 

 In order to investigate the effect of the flow rate on the performance of the sensor, S21 response over full WC range has been 

measured for  three different frequencies of VFD i.e. 40, 50 and 60 Hz which correspond to low, medium and high flow rates 

respectively. Since the sensing principle is to detect the resonant frequency, so we extracted the resonant frequency from S21 

response and plotted it against the WC for 3 different flow rates as shown in Figure 8. Simulated response curve is shown in 

black in Figure 8. 

 

As evident from Figure 8, response of WC sensor is not much affected by the flow rate because the flow regime is not changed. 

The sensor’s repeatability for different flow rates is within 2.5% WC which has been calculated using average range method 

[23]. The sharp bend in the response from 50% to 60% WC is due to the change of continuous phase into dispersed phase [24]. 

Figure 8 shows that the simulations show similar trend as observed by the measurements, which confirms the simulation 

model. However, there exists a slight offset as compared to the measurements. This offset is most likely due to slight variation in 

the dielectric properties of the materials used in the construction of the sensor. Moreover, small quantity of non-conductive 

epoxy has been used for water-proof sealing of the SMA connector which has not been considered in simulations. These factors 

may account for slight offset of the simulations with that of the measurements. These small discrepancies between simulation 

and measurements can easily be calibrated out while performing real measurements which will eventually be compared with the 

measured characterized curves. 

 Nonetheless, the proposed sensor has been shown to be sufficiently sensitive over full range of WC. The consistent 

performance of the sensor over different flow rates not only proves that the sensor is insensitive to the flow rate but also depicts 

its repeatability. 

B. WC sensor’s response in a horizontal orientation 

The horizontal section, shown in Figure 4, is very close to 90° bend which can become a cause of significant turbulence in this 

test section. A study done in [10-11] employed perturbation methods  to investigate the flow in curved channels, reporting that 

flow in the core of the pipe moves quickly and is forced outwards from the center of the curvature by centrifugal force. In 

contrast, fluid close to the walls is pushed towards the inside because of the pressure difference caused by the difference in the 

speed of the streamlines. This intermingling of the streamlines downstream of 90° bend is the cause for the fluid to be unable to 

sweep the complete air out of the horizontal test section. That is why air (gas phase) becomes part of the oil/water emulsion 

(liquid phase) in this test section. 

Similar to vertical section, the transmission coefficient (S21) response of the WC sensor (shown in Figure 9) has been 

measured using a handheld VNA against the full range of WC (0-100 %, with a step of 10%).  

  The percentage shift in the resonant frequency in this case is almost 105% as the absolute resonant frequency shifts from 

195MHz to 95 MHz while changing the WC from 0% to 100%. Similar to the vertical section, sensor shows more sensitivity at 

lower WC than at higher WC. 



 

 Effect of flow rate on the response of horizontal test section has also been investigated at three different frequencies of VFD 

i.e. 40, 50 and 60Hz which correspond to low, medium and high flow rates respectively. Similar to the previous case, resonance 

frequencies have been extracted from S21 responses and are plotted against the WC for three different flow rates as shown in 

Figure 10. Simulated curve, shown in black color, is also the part of Figure 10. 

 

 It is evident from Figure 10 that the horizontal section of the WC sensor shows almost the same sensitivity and frequency 

range as depicted by vertical section (Figure 8). This is particularly true at low WC where relatively less air becomes the part of 

the oil/water mixture. High WC and high flow rate favor more air (εr=1) to get trapped with oil/water mixture (εr=2.2 to εr=80) 

which changes the effective dielectric constant (εeff) measured by the T-resonator. It results in slight deviation in horizontal 

section’s response compared to the vertical one at high WC. This deviation is directly linked with the percentage of air (caused 

by the fluid turbulence) introduced with oil/water mixture. Simulations show the similar trend as shown by measurements except 

for some offset similar to the vertical case. 

The Reynolds number2 is a measure of turbulence in the flow which is given by the following equation: 

 
𝑅𝑒 =

𝜌𝑣𝐷

𝜇
 (1) 

 

 
 Where “D” is the characteristic length which remains the same in horizontal test section. It means that the turbulence is 

directly proportional to density “𝜌”, velocity “v” of the emulsion and inversely proportional to its viscosity “μ”. It means that one 

should expect high speed and high WC (less viscous) mixture to be more turbulent and hence more deviating from ideal 

response. Figure 10 conveys the same information in which we can see that the deviation is maximum at higher WC and higher 

flow rate (corresponding to 60 Hz frequency of VFD) because more air becomes part of the mixture. Since the air fraction varies 

periodically with time, we have applied 50 point averaging (instead of 10 point averaging used in vertical case) on VNA to 

average the time variation because of air fraction while getting the S21 response shown in Figure 9. 

However, it is worth mentioning here that WC sensor senses the relative fraction of oil and water in a mixture of oil/water 

only. There are some other methods to measure the gas fraction which are integrated with the WC sensor to sense the three 

phases independently. 

It must be mentioned here that all the measurements presented in this work have been conducted on room temperature (25° C) 

but the temperature can be much higher than this in real oil production facility. Higher temperature results into more loss or 

deterioration in the quality factor of the resonator but the resonant frequency can still easily be extracted [16]. 

 

V. COMPARISON WITH COMMERCIAL WC SENSORS 

Although commercially available WC sensors are quite sophisticated which make them bulky and expensive as well but their 

resolution is comparable to our sensor which is extremely low cost, light weight and fully non-intrusive. Table 2 enlists the 

resolution of some of commercially available WC sensors. 

 

 

As can be seen from Table 2 that that the resolution of commercially available WC sensors varies from ±0.01% WC to ±2% 

WC. While our designed sensor gives a resolution of 0.07% at low WC and 0.5%WC at high WC. Accuracy of the proposed 

sensor can be compared with the commercial ones after performing measurements on random WC values in the real field 

environment. This can be done as part of the future work. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

This work presents the construction of a basic flow loop and dynamic characterization of a novel low cost and pipe conformal 

WC sensor for the first time. The sensor performs equally well in vertical as well in horizontal orientations with achieved 

sensitivity of more than 105% in both the cases. Proposed WC sensor performs equally well under all flow rate conditions with 

slight deviations at high WC and high flow rate in case of horizontal test section due to the limitations of flow loop test setup. In 

future, the proposed WC sensor can be tested in more sophisticated flow loop to test its performance in more flow patterns. 

Eventually the proposed T-resonator based WC sensor will be integrated with a microwave oscillator to eliminate the need of use 

of VNA to record its response. Afterwards, the design will be ready to be tested in the field as a standalone and self-contained 

WC sensor. 

 

 
2 Reynolds number is a dimensionless ratio of inertial to viscous forces of the flow which describes whether the flow conditions lead to laminar or turbulent 

flow. 
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Figure 1. Pipe conformable T-resonator (used as WC sensor) along with portable VNA to extract its transmission coefficients 

  



 
Figure 2. (a) Laser-cut feedline (and partial stub length) (b) acrylic pipe with teflon piece separating the feedline and its corresponding ring-
ground (c) complete fabricated prototype with bottom ground plane, open stub and SMA connectors to charcaterize the sensor using Vector 
Network Analyzer 

  



 
Figure 3. Simulated and measured responses of WC sensor. Inset picture shows the cross sectional view of pipe in this (static) characterization 
scenario 

  



 
 
Figure 4. Front side of the flow loop (Main circulation piping on the wooden frame) 

  



 
Figure 5. Back side of the flow loop 

  



 
Figure 6. (a) Measured dielectric loss tangent and (b) dielectric constant of oil, water mixtures of different WCs [10] 

  



 
Figure 7. Measured response of WC sensor in vertical orientation at low flow rate (40Hz freq. of VFD) 

  



 
 
Figure 8. Measured response of WC sensor in vertical orientation at three different flow rates along with simulated curve. Inset shows the 
dispersed flow regime observed in vertical tests section 

  



 
Figure 9. Measured response of WC sensor in horizontal orientation at low flow rate (40Hz freq. of VFD) 

  



 
Figure 10. Measured response of WC sensor in horizontal orientation at three different flow rates along with simulated curve. Inset shows the 
Plug/Slug flow regime observed in horizontal tests section 

  



Table 1. Phsyical dimensions of pipe-conformable WC sensor, simulated in HFSS 

Parameter Value Reason 

Pipe diameter 
(DP) 

2 No size restriction. Design has been 

validated for pipe diameters up to 8 

diameter with proper scaling 

Pipe length 

(LP) 
14 To provide enough space to 

accommodate shunt stub 

Length of 
shunt stub 
(LSS) 

10 Five times the pipe diameter so that 
most of the field lines could terminate 
on bottom ground plane instead of 
terminating nearby ring extension of 
ground 

Width of shunt 

stub (WSS) 
1 To keep the Z0-SS as close to 50Ω as possible 

Separator(εr=2.1) 

Thickness 

1mm To provide reasonable width of FL for 50Ω 

impedance 

Separator Length 2 Should be larger than width of shunt stub 

FL length 2 FL covers same lateral length as separator 

does 

FL width 0.125 To provide 50Ω impedance over separator 

Width of Ring 

ground 
0.25 Slightly larger than FL width for proper 

microstrip mode propagation 

Arc length of 

Bottom ground 

22mm Optimized in HFSS (to give minimum 

fringing and maximum sensitivity) 

 

  



Table 2. Comparison of resolution of presented work with commercially available WC sensors  

Ref. Water Cut meter 

manufacturer 

Resolution 

[25] Weatherford ±2% (with 20% Gas 

Volume fraction-GVF) 

[26] Roxar ±0.05% (Full Cut Version ) 

[27] Phase Dynamics 0.1% (Full Range Version) 

[28] KAM +/- 0.01% 

This work 0.07%-0.5% 

 
 


